
Maximizes Time At The Gym: While it may not feel like it at the moment, the time you 
spend between workout sets adds up. Whether you’re taking a sip of water, refilling your 
bottle, chatting with friends, checking your phone, or changing your music, every moment 
spent doing something besides working out lessens the productivity of your gym session. 

Six Benefits 
of Supersets

When it comes to strength training, supersets are effective interval exercises to build your fitness 
routine around. A superset combines two or more strength exercises together with minimal breaks or 
downtime between them. Without much rest between exercises, you’re essentially making the most out 
of your gym time. 

Helps Burn Fat: Because there is less downtime between exercises, your heart cannot 
return to a resting state during a superset. Keeping your heart rate up encourages 
cardiovascular exercise, and cardiovascular exercise burns more calories—cue the fat 
burning. 

Builds Strong Muscles: Like any strength exercise routine, supersets support muscle 
growth and strength. Unlike other strength training exercises, however, supersets allow you 
to support many different muscle groups in one workout session. 

Strengthens The Muscle's Full Range Of Motion: The fun thing about supersets is that 
you can use them to whatever benefit you’d like. If your goal is to focus on building one 
muscle groups full range of motion and capabilities, string together exercises that all work 
the same muscle group. 

Targets Muscle Groups: One thing we love about supersets is that they allow you to target 
specific muscle groups for example, pairing overhead presses and barbell shrugs will push 
your shoulders to the limit. 

Improves Athletic Performance: If you’re interested in functional strength training, there is 
a way to incorporate supersets into your fitness routine. Studies have shown that super sets 
produce greater strength gains than traditional sets.



Bench press (push) and a bent-over row (pull)
Overhead presses (push) and pullups (pull)
Pushups (push) and rear-delt flys (pull)

PUSH / PULL: 

Types of 
Supersets

Lunges and overhead presses
Squats and pullups
Deadlifts and bench presses

UPPER BODY / LOWER BODY: 

Bench presses and press-ups (working the chest)
Barbell curls and hammer curls (working the 
biceps)
Shoulder presses and lateral raises (working the 
shoulders)

COMPOUND MOVEMENTS: 
Lateral raises and front raises (working the 
shoulders)
Tricep pulldowns and skull crushers (working the 
triceps)
Glute bridges and leg presses (working the glutes)
Chest fly’s and cable crossovers (working the 
chest)

ISOLATION:


